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Introductory remarks Introductory remarks --broader broader 
context of our discussioncontext of our discussion

Privatization has to be seen in a broader context of Privatization has to be seen in a broader context of 
governmental activities shaping institutional conditions for governmental activities shaping institutional conditions for 
the development of the economy.the development of the economy.
The pace and final effects of privatization depend not only The pace and final effects of privatization depend not only 
on the privatization regulation but on other regulations on the privatization regulation but on other regulations 
creating the business environment and business climate in creating the business environment and business climate in 
the country (for example property rights protection, well the country (for example property rights protection, well 
developed and secure financial sector , transparent and developed and secure financial sector , transparent and 
efficient capital market and many others)efficient capital market and many others)
The authors of both types of regulations are parliaments The authors of both types of regulations are parliaments 
and governments. It is important to remember that all these and governments. It is important to remember that all these 
regulations are interlinked and should be consistent. regulations are interlinked and should be consistent. 
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Experiences of the OECD CountriesExperiences of the OECD Countries

Privatizing StatePrivatizing State--owned Enterprises. An Overview of Policiesowned Enterprises. An Overview of Policies
and Practices in OECD Countries, Paris 2003and Practices in OECD Countries, Paris 2003
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Privatization in OECD countriesPrivatization in OECD countries

Over the past two decades, close to one trillion US dollars wortOver the past two decades, close to one trillion US dollars worth h 
of stateof state--owned enterprises have been privatized in more than owned enterprises have been privatized in more than 
100 countries. 100 countries. 
The The OECDOECD countries account for nearlycountries account for nearly 80% 80% of this total of this total 
amount. amount. 
Since the 70Since the 70’’ larger scale privatization took place in few larger scale privatization took place in few 
countries countries (UK, (UK, GermanyGermany, Franc, France, Mexico, New Zealand, e, Mexico, New Zealand, 
Canada Canada ), ), but in the middle of 90but in the middle of 90’’ privatization had gained privatization had gained 
momentum in most OECD member countries.momentum in most OECD member countries. Globalization of Globalization of 
privatization.privatization.
Privatization had  had major implications for public finances, Privatization had  had major implications for public finances, 
corporate performance, employment and equity markets.corporate performance, employment and equity markets.
Governments have sought to ensure that privatization activities Governments have sought to ensure that privatization activities 
not only contribute to efficient and competitive markets but alsnot only contribute to efficient and competitive markets but also o 
support broader strategies and structural reform efforts.support broader strategies and structural reform efforts.
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Reasons for privatizationReasons for privatization
Generally poor performance of stateGenerally poor performance of state--owned enterprises and owned enterprises and 
understanding that it stems from the low efficiency of corporateunderstanding that it stems from the low efficiency of corporate
governance exercised by the state. Attempts to reform the methodgovernance exercised by the state. Attempts to reform the methods of s of 
state control over enterprises failed in most countries. state control over enterprises failed in most countries. 
The emergence of a tight fiscal environment and the need to contThe emergence of a tight fiscal environment and the need to control rol 
government spending and debt .The convergence criteria from government spending and debt .The convergence criteria from 
European Monetary Union (Maastricht Treaty) required to diminishEuropean Monetary Union (Maastricht Treaty) required to diminish
the public debt. Selling state enterprises allowed to have additthe public debt. Selling state enterprises allowed to have additional ional 
proceeds for the state budget and to eliminate future subsidies.proceeds for the state budget and to eliminate future subsidies.
Technological changes in sectors such as telecommunication and Technological changes in sectors such as telecommunication and 
electricity generationelectricity generation)) –– monopolmonopoly in thesey in these services disappeared.services disappeared.
Liberalization of markets within European Union and globalizatioLiberalization of markets within European Union and globalization of n of 
financial markets financial markets –– there was a need to free up companies from the there was a need to free up companies from the 
constraints of state ownership and to ease the access to the marconstraints of state ownership and to ease the access to the marketket
The changes in understanding what is the appropriate role of theThe changes in understanding what is the appropriate role of the state state 
in the economy.in the economy.
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Privatization in developed countriesPrivatization in developed countries
ObjectivesObjectives

There are multiple objectives and they differ not only across coThere are multiple objectives and they differ not only across countries but untries but 
change over time. We should name some of themchange over time. We should name some of them::

Fiscal objectivesFiscal objectives
Attracting investmentAttracting investment
Improving corporate efficiency and performanceImproving corporate efficiency and performance
Introducing competition into hitherto monopolistic marketsIntroducing competition into hitherto monopolistic markets
Capital market developmentCapital market development
Political objectives (employment, distribution effects)Political objectives (employment, distribution effects)

These objectives are at times conflicting thus making it necessaThese objectives are at times conflicting thus making it necessary to make ry to make 
„„trade offtrade offss”” between them.between them.
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Examples of policy choices within Examples of policy choices within 
privatization privatization -- many questionsmany questions

Sequence of privatizing assets: usually competitive Sequence of privatizing assets: usually competitive 
sectors first, other sectors after their preparation sectors first, other sectors after their preparation 
(regulation) (regulation) 
Staging of sales: how fast should the company be sold Staging of sales: how fast should the company be sold 
(in stages or all at once)(in stages or all at once)
Opening up privatization transactions for foreign Opening up privatization transactions for foreign 
investors (to remove all restriction or to keep some, investors (to remove all restriction or to keep some, 
how long) how long) 
How to use the privatization proceeds (for example for How to use the privatization proceeds (for example for 
reducing the government debt or other priorities, like reducing the government debt or other priorities, like 
funding public services or supporting social security funding public services or supporting social security 
funds)funds)
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How to ensure credibility and public How to ensure credibility and public 
acceptance of privatizationacceptance of privatization??

Transparence of the processTransparence of the process
Selling methods should rely on open competitive Selling methods should rely on open competitive 
approaches as far as possibleapproaches as far as possible
Decisions are made free from conflicts of interestDecisions are made free from conflicts of interest
Are there mechanisms in place to ensure Are there mechanisms in place to ensure 
accountability ?accountability ?
The public should be well informedThe public should be well informed
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Major policy reason for privatizationMajor policy reason for privatization

One of the most important policy objectives of One of the most important policy objectives of 
privatization is to improve the efficiency and performance privatization is to improve the efficiency and performance 
of companies.of companies.
There is an international evidence that privatization brings There is an international evidence that privatization brings 
about a significant increase in the profitability, real output about a significant increase in the profitability, real output 
and efficiency of privatized companies.and efficiency of privatized companies.
The results on improved efficiency are particularly robust The results on improved efficiency are particularly robust 
when the firm operates in a competitive market and when when the firm operates in a competitive market and when 
deregulation speeds up its convergence to private sector deregulation speeds up its convergence to private sector 
enterprises.enterprises.
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Privatization and growth in Privatization and growth in 
transition countriestransition countries

The scale and pace of privatization has an indirect impactThe scale and pace of privatization has an indirect impact
on the growth of the economy. Early and consequent on the growth of the economy. Early and consequent 
privatization is beneficial privatization is beneficial (EBRD)(EBRD)..
Delays in privatization cause high costs for the economy Delays in privatization cause high costs for the economy 
resulting among others from :resulting among others from :
lower productivity of state owned enterpriseslower productivity of state owned enterprises
the frequent need of subventions for state owned the frequent need of subventions for state owned 
companies. companies. (Research of CASE in 2003, 2005)(Research of CASE in 2003, 2005)
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Privatization and growthPrivatization and growth
Evidence from groups Evidence from groups of of countriescountries

CEB= Central Eastern Europe and Baltic States; SEE= CEB= Central Eastern Europe and Baltic States; SEE= SouthSouth Eastern European States; CIS= Commonwealth of Independent StateEastern European States; CIS= Commonwealth of Independent Statess
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Other evidence from world research on privatizationOther evidence from world research on privatization
„„Privatization: What Have We Learned?Privatization: What Have We Learned?”” S. Guriev, W S. Guriev, W 
Megginson, Annual Bank Conference on Development Megginson, Annual Bank Conference on Development 

Economics,(ABCDE) 2006Economics,(ABCDE) 2006

Privatization is complementary to institutional reforms, strengtPrivatization is complementary to institutional reforms, strengthening the rule hening the rule 
of law, implementing  hard budget constrains, improving investorof law, implementing  hard budget constrains, improving investor protection, protection, 
developing of competition and good regulation.developing of competition and good regulation.
Management contracts, corporatization and hard budget constrainsManagement contracts, corporatization and hard budget constrains are not are not 
efficient without privatization.efficient without privatization.
RestruRestructuring of firms before privatization, in many cases, has not gicturing of firms before privatization, in many cases, has not given good ven good 
results results ((the governments are not competent in restructuring ofthe governments are not competent in restructuring of firmfirmss))
Privatization has, in many countries, significantly developed thPrivatization has, in many countries, significantly developed the capital e capital 
markets and their capitalization.markets and their capitalization.
The openness for all investors in privatization process was crucThe openness for all investors in privatization process was crucial for its ial for its 
success. success. 
DDilemmailemma: : countries that need privatization most, have governments both countries that need privatization most, have governments both 
unable to conduct it in an efficient way and unable in introduciunable to conduct it in an efficient way and unable in introducing institutional ng institutional 
reforms.reforms.
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How to make privatization effective?How to make privatization effective?
OECD recommendations:OECD recommendations:

Strong political commitment to privatization at the highest Strong political commitment to privatization at the highest 
level of the governmentlevel of the government
Clearly identified objectives and priorities Clearly identified objectives and priorities 
A transparent process to gain credibility of potential A transparent process to gain credibility of potential 
investors and political support from the publicinvestors and political support from the public
An effective communication campaign to explain the An effective communication campaign to explain the 
policy objectives of privatization and its methods, in order policy objectives of privatization and its methods, in order 
to gain support for the policyto gain support for the policy
Allocation of adequate resources (including human and Allocation of adequate resources (including human and 
financial resources), in order to ensure proper skills and financial resources), in order to ensure proper skills and 
experience.experience.
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II. II. The Need to Complete The Need to Complete 
Privatization in PolandPrivatization in Poland

The ownership structure of the PolishThe ownership structure of the Polish economy in the entire transition economy in the entire transition 
period shows dramatic changes from domination of the state sectoperiod shows dramatic changes from domination of the state sector to r to 
itsits’’ much much smaller role.smaller role. The public sector is already smaller than the The public sector is already smaller than the 
private and the prospects of achieving an ownership structure siprivate and the prospects of achieving an ownership structure similar milar 
to to WWestern European countries is not so far as it was at the beginniestern European countries is not so far as it was at the beginning ng 
of 90of 90’’..
But in all these countries a big wave of privatization took placBut in all these countries a big wave of privatization took place too, in e too, in 
the 80the 80--9090’’. In effect, the share of the public sector in the economy (in . In effect, the share of the public sector in the economy (in 
producing GDP, in employment) in these countries is usually lessproducing GDP, in employment) in these countries is usually less than than 
10%.10%.
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The share of the state sector in GDP and in The share of the state sector in GDP and in 
employment i European (15) countriesemployment i European (15) countries (2003)(2003)

SourceSource::European Centre of Enterprises with Public Participation and of European Centre of Enterprises with Public Participation and of Enterprises of General Economic Interest: Enterprises of General Economic Interest: „„The development of enterprises of public The development of enterprises of public 
participation and of general economic interest in Europe since 1participation and of general economic interest in Europe since 1996. Their economic impact in the European Union996. Their economic impact in the European Union””,  (2005),,  (2005),

a/a/2 32 3U KU K

554,14,1SpainSpain

33--444,64,6NetherlandsNetherlands

. . a/a/5,75,7LuxemburgLuxemburg

1,71,77,97,9DenmarkDenmark

3,93,98,58,5PortugalPortugal

2,22,29,69,6ItalyItaly

. . a/a/10,110,1IrelandIreland

.. a/a/10,910,9FinlandFinland

10,410,410,910,9BelgiumBelgium

1,31,310,910,9GermanyGermany

5,25,211,811,8FranceFrance

..a/a/1212AustriaAustria

5513,113,1SwedenSweden

4414,214,2GreeceGreece

The share of the state sector in The share of the state sector in 
employment, in %employment, in %

The share of the state sector in The share of the state sector in 
GDP productionGDP production, , in %in %

EuropeaEuropean n Union  CountriesUnion  Countries
(15) (15) 
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The size of public sector in Poland at the The size of public sector in Poland at the 
background of other groups of countriesbackground of other groups of countries

In industrialized OECD countries the share of state sector In industrialized OECD countries the share of state sector 
in producing GDP dropped from 1980 to the end of 90in producing GDP dropped from 1980 to the end of 90’’ in in 
average up to 5%, in Latin American countries up to 6% average up to 5%, in Latin American countries up to 6% 
and in Asian countries up to 8%. Only in African countries and in Asian countries up to 8%. Only in African countries 
it amounts  to 15%. it amounts  to 15%. 
The share of employment in state sector dropped in middle The share of employment in state sector dropped in middle 
income countries from 13% to 2%, and in low income income countries from 13% to 2%, and in low income 
countries from 20 to 9% (OECD and World Bank data)countries from 20 to 9% (OECD and World Bank data)
In Poland the share of the state sector in producing GDP In Poland the share of the state sector in producing GDP 
wawas ins in 2005 2005 still over 20% and its share in employment still over 20% and its share in employment 
was was over 28%.over 28%.
It is to conclude thatIt is to conclude that tthe size of public sector in Poland he size of public sector in Poland iis s 
more similarmore similar to to its level in African countries then in its level in African countries then in 
developed industrialized countries.developed industrialized countries.
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The share of public sector in producing GDPThe share of public sector in producing GDP
((different groups ofdifferent groups of countriescountries ))
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The share of the public sector in economic The share of the public sector in economic 
aggregates aggregates in Poland, as of 2005in Poland, as of 2005

9,89,818,218,21515ImmobilitImmobilitiesies and services and services 
for firmsfor firms

14,614,616,916,924,724,7Financial intermediationFinancial intermediation

25,925,928,728,745,145,1Transport, communicationTransport, communication

6,36,39,59,57,67,6Hotels and RestaurantsHotels and Restaurants

0,70,74,44,40,80,8TradeTrade

3,53,54,64,64,24,2ConstructionConstruction

82,782,776,676,685,785,7Energy gas and water Energy gas and water 

6,66,68,68,66,56,5ManufacturingManufacturing

68,868,867,367,38080MiningMining

24,424,421,921,917,117,1Industry, total, including:Industry, total, including:

8,98,950501,81,8Agriculture, forests and Agriculture, forests and 
fifishingshing

24,824,8..28,328,3Total economy Total economy 

Value added Value added SalesSalesEmploEmployymenmenttSector of economySector of economy

Źródło: obliczenia własne na podstawie Rocznika Statystycznego GUS 2006, str.237-238,568-579,679-680.
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The declining pace of privatization The declining pace of privatization 
in Polandin Poland
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Low and Low and decliningdeclining receiptsreceipts from from 
privatizationprivatization
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The receipts from privatization and the The receipts from privatization and the 
dividends from statedividends from state--owned companiesowned companies

??3 3 blnbln zzłł2,1 2,1 blnbln zzłłDividends from StateDividends from State--
Owned CompaniesOwned Companies

1,3 1,3 blnbln zlzl ? ? 
(October)(October)455 455 blnbln zzłł3,8 3,8 blnbln zzłł

Real receiptsReal receipts

3 3 blnbln zzłł4,2 4,2 blnbln zzłł5,7 5,7 blnbln zzłł
Planned receiptsPlanned receipts

20072007
(Forecast by (Forecast by 
the  Ministry the  Ministry 
of Treasury )of Treasury )

2006200620052005
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The space for privatization:The space for privatization:

Is there anything leftIs there anything left to privatizeto privatize ??

The government started privatization in 87% of former stateThe government started privatization in 87% of former state--owned companies, but owned companies, but 
completed it in only 60% of them.completed it in only 60% of them.
There are still 2,5There are still 2,50000 companies in entire or partial state ownership and among them companies in entire or partial state ownership and among them 
1,31,30000 are active.are active.
Recently, the government privatized yearly only 30 to 50 companiRecently, the government privatized yearly only 30 to 50 companies.es.
The state owned companies (excluding few very large giant companThe state owned companies (excluding few very large giant companies) are in a ies) are in a 
deteriorating economic state. This has negative influence on thedeteriorating economic state. This has negative influence on the remaining remaining 
economy.economy.
Large  state aid has been spent for the state sectorLarge  state aid has been spent for the state sector
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The need for privatizationThe need for privatization
Experience of the developed world:Experience of the developed world:

Most countries realized that the role of government as the ownerMost countries realized that the role of government as the owner of of 
businesses is anachronistic and the ineffectiveness of corporatebusinesses is anachronistic and the ineffectiveness of corporate
governance in stategovernance in state--owned companies is a problem which cannot be owned companies is a problem which cannot be 
rationally soldrationally sold ((WorldWorld Bank)Bank). For this reason government ownership . For this reason government ownership 
should be limited to a minimum.should be limited to a minimum.
Privatization brought about improvement in business performance,Privatization brought about improvement in business performance,
increased competition, decreased prices, unburdened the governmeincreased competition, decreased prices, unburdened the government nt 
and the public finance (OECD 2003) and the public finance (OECD 2003) 
But these processes often meet political and social opposition, But these processes often meet political and social opposition, 
especially by groups that are interested in conserving state ownespecially by groups that are interested in conserving state ownership ership 
and the privileges gained there.and the privileges gained there.
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NeedNeed for for Completing Privatization, cont.Completing Privatization, cont.
Similarly, privatization processes in Poland were strongly opposSimilarly, privatization processes in Poland were strongly opposed by certain ed by certain 
social groups and political parties and still are politically disocial groups and political parties and still are politically difficult.fficult.
Privatization had a very uneven course in time and in various sePrivatization had a very uneven course in time and in various sectors (so called ctors (so called 
„„strategic sectorsstrategic sectors””).).
Coal mining, railways, the greatest part of the energy sector (ECoal mining, railways, the greatest part of the energy sector (Electricity, gas, lectricity, gas, 
oil), shipyards and large parts of the oil), shipyards and large parts of the „„heavyheavy”” manufacturing sector and manufacturing sector and 
communication sector remain statecommunication sector remain state--owned.owned.
Privatization in other sectors (like chemicals, sugar, spirits) Privatization in other sectors (like chemicals, sugar, spirits) was delayed for was delayed for 
many years.many years.
This delay resulted in high economic costs, on the level of busiThis delay resulted in high economic costs, on the level of business as well as ness as well as 
the entire economythe entire economy
Recently (since 2 years),Recently (since 2 years), privatization has been almost completely blockedprivatization has been almost completely blocked
The new government recently promised to fast restart privatizatiThe new government recently promised to fast restart privatization on 
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ConclusionConclusion

Poland needs further privatization and Poland needs further privatization and 
development of the private sector, development of the private sector, 

in order to change the ownership structure in in order to change the ownership structure in 
the economy to a more efficient one.the economy to a more efficient one.
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III. Few comments on Ukrainian III. Few comments on Ukrainian 
discussion on privatizationdiscussion on privatization

Legitimization trough any  kind revision of Legitimization trough any  kind revision of 
privatizationprivatization
Legitimization through new channeling of Legitimization through new channeling of 
privatization proceedsprivatization proceeds
Clarifying of land property rights of Clarifying of land property rights of 
enterprisesenterprises
How to involve foreign investors ?How to involve foreign investors ?
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Legitimization trough any  kind Legitimization trough any  kind 
revision of privatizationrevision of privatization

Are the views of people willing to revert the privatization Are the views of people willing to revert the privatization 
process really a sufficient reason to revise it ? Doubts process really a sufficient reason to revise it ? Doubts --
since the main goal of privatization is not directly since the main goal of privatization is not directly 
satisfying people but giving a better chance to enterprises.satisfying people but giving a better chance to enterprises.
Even very Even very ““softsoft”” methods for methods for ““punishingpunishing”” the former the former 
investors can result in destabilization of property rights and investors can result in destabilization of property rights and 
may be detrimental for attracting new investors.may be detrimental for attracting new investors.
I strongly recommend that the government makes a clear I strongly recommend that the government makes a clear 
signal about the new signal about the new ““fairfair”” rules in privatization in the rules in privatization in the 
future without revision of past privatization.future without revision of past privatization.
Public campaign for explaining what are the new, fair Public campaign for explaining what are the new, fair 
privatization rules and how this can be assured. privatization rules and how this can be assured. 
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Legitimization through new channeling Legitimization through new channeling 
of privatization proceedsof privatization proceeds

Explaining to the people for what the privatization Explaining to the people for what the privatization 
revenues will be spent:revenues will be spent:
Important social tasksImportant social tasks
Important reforms (like pension, health sector Important reforms (like pension, health sector 
reform, education)reform, education)
Diminish the growing public deficit Diminish the growing public deficit -- burden for burden for 
next generationsnext generations
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Clarifying of land property rights of Clarifying of land property rights of 
enterprisesenterprises

I would strongly recommend to make efforts in I would strongly recommend to make efforts in 
order to make the companies owners of the land order to make the companies owners of the land 
plots, they are located on, maybe not immediately plots, they are located on, maybe not immediately 
but in a near future. Legal and economic procedures.but in a near future. Legal and economic procedures.
Reasons: such companies are much more secure and Reasons: such companies are much more secure and 
their credibility is higher (collateral). The local their credibility is higher (collateral). The local 
governments need these regulations, too.governments need these regulations, too.
Possible ways out Possible ways out -- installments and other forms of installments and other forms of 
long term payments.long term payments.
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How to involve foreign investors ?How to involve foreign investors ?

OECD best practices: to remove all general OECD best practices: to remove all general 
restrictions against foreign investors with some restrictions against foreign investors with some 
small exclusion and address issues of national small exclusion and address issues of national 
security and strategic interest using a case by case security and strategic interest using a case by case 
mechanism.mechanism.
Even more important: remove all other impediments Even more important: remove all other impediments 
in the regulatory environment of business that in the regulatory environment of business that 
discourage foreign investors.  discourage foreign investors.  
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Thank you very much for your Thank you very much for your 
attention !attention !


